Plates.
There are obvious reasons why the work before us should be treated tenderly: it is the first important surgical contribution from our brethren in India; it has been written in India by an Indian surgeon; it has been printed in India, and printed not by professed workmen but by amateurs. Still, as we have ever regarded the system of indiscriminate praise adopted (from what motives we shall not enquire) by some medical reviewers, as alike degrading to the author and the critic, we shall not deviate from our honest and independent course in the present instance; and though we shall sincerely regret if we cannot commend Mr. Brett so highly as we would desire, he will, at least, have the satisfaction of knowing that when praise is bestowed, it is bestowed deliberately and from conviction. High praise he unquestionably merits for having written the book at all; nor can any imperfections it may present of plan or execution deprive him of this. There is so much to be done to make us acquainted with the modifications which difference of country brings about in the great features of disease, that we must foster every instalment we get, even although it do not come up to a standard we may ourselves frame.
We commence, then, by saying that we have been rather disappointed by Mr. Brett's book. It will certainly do much less for surgery than has been done by Annesley, Twining, and others for medicine in our Indian empire. We ' as moving through mud.' There seems to be a sort of stagnation in the process of nutritive vitality. The bowels are generally constipated. The patient's face is bloated. His forehead, nose, lips, and ears become swollen; his nostrils expand ; his eyes appear sunk and fiery, the tone of his voice is altered to a loud and nasal sound ; the skin, especially of the extremities, is harsh and scaly, resembling a case of ichthyosis. He is subject to profuse perspirations, especially when exposed to the sun ; these are confined to the trunk, not the slightest moisture permeating the surface of the scaly extremities. He is often distressed with thirst and a sensation of internal heat.
The knees are stiff, and their motions contracted. The hairs generally fall from the brows, the beard, the pubes, and axillae, &c. or they are seen stunted and dried up for want of moisture. His breath is fetid, and his perspiration rank and offensive. The blood drawn by venesection is very dark. A kind of dry gangrene pervades the fingers and toes, which are generally eaten away, and drop off at the first phalanges; these sores then generally cicatrize over without any rete mucosum, and the next joint becomes invaded by a renewal of the ulcerative process. It is singular to observe that notwithstanding these extensive sores, they can wear hard shoes, which are seen saturated with thesanious ichor that exudes from these ulcerated surfaces. 
